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Abstract—Despite the global impact and advances in understanding the pathophysiology of cerebrovascular diseases, the term “stroke” is not consistently defined in clinical practice, in clinical research, or in assessments of the public health. The classic definition is mainly clinical and does not account for advances in science and technology. The Stroke Council of the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association convened a writing group to develop an expert consensus document for an updated definition of stroke for the 21st century. Central nervous system infarction is defined as brain, spinal cord, or retinal cell death attributable to ischemia, based on neuropathological, neuroimaging, and/or clinical evidence of permanent injury. Central nervous system infarction occurs over a clinical spectrum: Ischemic stroke specifically refers to central nervous system infarction accompanied by overt symptoms, while silent infarction by definition causes no known symptoms. Stroke also broadly includes intracerebral hemorrhage and subarachnoid hemorrhage. The updated definition of stroke incorporates clinical and tissue criteria and can be incorporated into practice, research, and assessments of the public health. (Stroke. 2013;44:00-00.)
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Stroke is classically characterized as a neurological deficit attributed to an acute focal injury of the central nervous system (CNS) by a vascular cause, including cerebral infarction, intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), and subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), and is a major cause of disability and death worldwide. Despite its global impact, the term “stroke” is not consistently defined in clinical practice, in clinical research, or in assessments of the public health. Advances in basic science, neuropathology, and neuroimaging have improved the understanding of ischemia, infarction, and hemorrhage in the CNS. The Stroke Council of the American Heart Association (AHA)/American Stroke Association (ASA) published a scientific statement in 2009 to update and clarify the definition of transient ischemic attack (TIA), which in turn requires a reevaluation of the broader definition of stroke. Classic definitions of stroke are decades old and have become outdated, but modern definitions have not been formalized and officially adopted by the AHA, ASA, or any other major organization.

The leadership of the AHA/ASA reached out to colleagues from the American Academy of Neurology, the American Association of Neurological Surgeons and Congress of Neurological Surgeons, the US Food and Drug Administration, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, and others to establish a universal definition of stroke based on the current understanding of pathophysiology, as well as implications for clinical practice, research, and public policy. The writing group was composed of experts in neurology, neurosurgery, neuroradiology, neuropathology, clinical research methods, epidemiology, biomarkers, policy, and global public health.

A similar approach has been used to generate a multisocietal universal definition of myocardial infarction (MI). Notably, important differences between MI and stroke warrant definitions of these 2 entities that are somewhat overlapping yet also distinct, and the universal definition of MI cannot fully apply to the approach to stroke. Unlike heart disease, stroke is more of a heterogeneous disease that includes cerebral hemorrhages and several pathogenic subtypes of ischemic stroke. There are also differences in the relative importance of risk factors. Because of these important differences between strokes and heart disease, a common definition may not be appropriate.

This document represents the final expert consensus, summarized in Table 1, which has been peer reviewed as well as reviewed by the endorsing/affirming organizations. This document will be updated in the future as the science of the field advances.

*At the end of deliberations, the final recommendations for the definition of stroke were not acceptable by the leadership of the European Stroke Organization and World Stroke Organization. These organizations declined to participate further in this statement. Their dissent was mainly attributed to an acute focal injury of the central nervous system (CNS) by a vascular cause, including cerebral infarction, intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), and subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), and is a major cause of disability and death worldwide. Despite its global impact, the term “stroke” is not consistently defined in clinical practice, in clinical research, or in assessments of the public health. Advances in basic science, neuropathology, and neuroimaging have improved the understanding of ischemia, infarction, and hemorrhage in the CNS. The Stroke Council of the American Heart Association (AHA)/American Stroke Association (ASA) published a scientific statement in 2009 to update and clarify the definition of transient ischemic attack (TIA), which in turn requires a reevaluation of the broader definition of stroke. Classic definitions of stroke are decades old and have become outdated, but modern definitions have not been formalized and officially adopted by the AHA, ASA, or any other major organization.

The leadership of the AHA/ASA reached out to colleagues from the American Academy of Neurology, the American Association of Neurological Surgeons and Congress of Neurological Surgeons, the US Food and Drug Administration, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, and others to establish a universal definition of stroke based on the current understanding of pathophysiology, as well as implications for clinical practice, research, and public policy. The writing group was composed of experts in neurology, neurosurgery, neuroradiology, neuropathology, clinical research methods, epidemiology, biomarkers, policy, and global public health.

A similar approach has been used to generate a multisocietal universal definition of myocardial infarction (MI). Notably, important differences between MI and stroke warrant definitions of these 2 entities that are somewhat overlapping yet also distinct, and the universal definition of MI cannot fully apply to the approach to stroke. Unlike heart disease, stroke is more of a heterogeneous disease that includes cerebral hemorrhages and several pathogenic subtypes of ischemic stroke. There are also differences in the relative importance of risk factors. Because of these important differences between strokes and heart disease, a common definition may not be appropriate.

This document represents the final expert consensus, summarized in Table 1, which has been peer reviewed as well as reviewed by the endorsing/affirming organizations. This document will be updated in the future as the science of the field advances.

*At the end of deliberations, the final recommendations for the definition of stroke were not acceptable by the leadership of the European Stroke Organization and World Stroke Organization. These organizations declined to participate further in this statement. Their dissent was mainly associated with the inclusion of silent cerebral infarction and silent cerebral hemorrhage within the universal definition of stroke.

Brief History of Definitions of Stroke and TIA

The word “stroke” was likely first introduced into medicine in 1689 by William Cole in A Physico-Medical Essay Concerning the Late Frequencies of Apoplexies. Before Cole, the common term used to describe very acute nontraumatic brain injuries was “apoplexy.” Apoplexy was used by Hippocrates circa 400 BC. For >200 years, physicians have struggled to define the term “stroke.” During the 1950s, physicians felt the need to also introduce a term for temporary vascular-related episodes of brain dysfunction that would not qualify as strokes, and “transient ischemic attack” came into use.

Why the struggle to arrive at generally agreed on consensus definitions of stroke and TIA? Information about the brain and its anatomy, functions, and blood supply has advanced substantially during the past 200 years. Neurologists and other specialists in vascular diseases of the brain have proliferated during the past 50 years. The ability to safely and quickly image the brain and its blood-supplying vessels in patients has become a reality during the past 25 years. And, in the past 10 years, modern brain and vascular imaging has become generally available in community medical centers, although many still today do not have this capability. As knowledge, personnel, and technology evolve, we continue to learn about the nature, causes, and clinical and imaging findings in patients with cerebrovascular diseases.

The current World Health Organization definition of stroke (introduced in 1970 and still used) is “rapidly developing clinical signs of focal (or global) disturbance of cerebral function, lasting more than 24 hours or leading to death, with no apparent cause other than that of vascular origin.” During the 40 years since this definition was formulated, advances have been made in knowledge about the nature, timing, clinical recognition of stroke and its mimics, and imaging findings that require an updated definition.

During the Second Princeton Cerebrovascular Disease Conference, C.M. Fisher presented an extensive characterization of what he termed “transient ischemic attacks,” which “may last from a few seconds up to several hours, the most common duration being a few seconds up to 5 or 10 minutes.” At the Fourth Princeton Cerebrovascular Disease Conference in 1965, the attendees agreed on “transient ischemic attack” as the preferred term for temporary episodes of brain and eye ischemia. In 1975, an Ad Hoc Committee on Cerebrovascular Disease published the following definition: “Transient ischemic attacks are episodes of temporary and focal dysfunction of vascular origin, which are variable in duration, commonly lasting from 2 to 15 minutes, but occasionally lasting as long as a day (24 hours). They leave no persistent neurological deficit.” The 24-hour duration was arbitrarily chosen without data. When this definition was formulated, diagnostic techniques were unavailable that could determine the presence of brain infarction, and effective treatments of brain ischemia were not established.

The definition of TIA that was used in the 1975 report was universally cited until the beginning of the 21st century, when data accumulated that prompted attempts at redefinition. These data fell into 2 categories: duration of TIs and imaging findings. The new data ignited controversies, which remain to the present day, about redefining the duration of TIs and the need for incorporating brain and vascular imaging data into
Table 1. Definition of Stroke

The term “stroke” should be broadly used to include all of the following:

**Definition of CNS infarction**: CNS infarction is brain, spinal cord, or retinal cell death attributable to ischemia, based on
1. pathological, imaging, or other objective evidence of cerebral, spinal cord, or retinal focal ischemic injury in a defined vascular distribution; or
2. clinical evidence of cerebral, spinal cord, or retinal focal ischemic injury based on symptoms persisting >24 hours or until death, and other etiologies excluded. (Note: CNS infarction includes hemorrhagic infarctions, types I and II, see “Hemorrhagic Infarction.”)

**Definition of ischemic stroke**: An episode of neurological dysfunction caused by focal cerebral, spinal, or retinal infarction. (Note: Evidence of CNS infarction is defined above.)

**Definition of silent CNS infarction**: Imaging or neuropathological evidence of CNS infarction, without a history of acute neurological dysfunction attributable to the lesion.

**Definition of intracerebral hemorrhage**: A focal collection of blood within the brain parenchyma or ventricular system that is not caused by trauma. (Note: Intracerebral hemorrhage includes parenchymal hemorrhages after CNS infarction, types I and II—see “Hemorrhagic Infarction.”)

**Definition of stroke caused by intracerebral hemorrhage**: Rapidly developing clinical signs of neurological dysfunction attributable to a focal collection of blood within the brain parenchyma or ventricular system that is not caused by trauma.

**Definition of silent cerebral hemorrhage**: A focal collection of chronic blood products within the brain parenchyma, subarachnoid space, or ventricular system on neuroimaging or neuropathological examination that is not caused by trauma and without a history of acute neurological dysfunction attributable to the lesion.

**Definition of subarachnoid hemorrhage**: Bleeding into the subarachnoid space (the space between the arachnoid membrane and the pia mater of the brain or spinal cord).

**Definition of stroke caused by subarachnoid hemorrhage**: Rapidly developing signs of neurological dysfunction and/or headache because of bleeding into the subarachnoid space (the space between the arachnoid membrane and the pia mater of the brain or spinal cord), which is not caused by trauma.

**Definition of stroke caused by cerebral venous thrombosis**: Infarction or hemorrhage in the brain, spinal cord, or retina because of thrombosis of a cerebral venous structure. Symptoms or signs caused by reversible edema without infarction or hemorrhage do not qualify as stroke.

**Definition of stroke, not otherwise specified**: An episode of acute neurological dysfunction presumed to be caused by ischemia or hemorrhage, persisting >24 hours or until death, but without sufficient evidence to be classified as one of the above.

CNS indicates central nervous system.

Deficiencies and the Need for Updated Definitions

The World Health Organization’s definition of stroke is obsolete. Based on advances including modern brain imaging, the 24-hour inclusion criterion for cerebral infarction is inaccurate and misleading, because permanent injury can occur much sooner. Furthermore, global cerebral dysfunction is seldom caused by cerebrovascular disease. There are several different definitions of TIA in use with no single agreed-on definition. Advances in evaluation, treatment, and prevention mandate that common definitions be used. This is especially important in epidemiological studies and therapeutic trials. Comparing and contrasting studies in which different definitions are used for inclusion of cases or ascertainment of outcomes is difficult. The advent of thrombolysis and other hyperacute treatments has added to the need to redefine stroke and TIA, because many current guidelines differentiate treatment strategies for these 2 entities. Treatment of patients with CNS ischemia should be directed to the cause and not governed only by whether infarction has developed. However, the location and extent of infarction is one variable to consider when choosing treatment.

Time and Imaging

Early definitions of stroke and TIA focused on the duration of symptoms and signs. More recent studies, using clinical observation and modern brain imaging, have shown that the duration and reversibility of brain ischemia are variable. Brain tissue that is deprived of needed nutrients can, in some patients, survive without permanent injury for a considerable period of time—several hours or even, rarely, days—while in most other individuals, irreversible damage (infarction) occurs quickly. Modern imaging now aims at separating brain tissue that is already infarcted from tissue that is underperfused but not yet irreversibly injured. Because of the variability of duration, there is now general agreement that a fixed time designation should not be the primary distinguishing factor between stroke and TIA. Time should be a secondary consideration when adequate imaging is unavailable. Time range frequencies could be a part of commentaries on these definitions.

The word “transient” indicates a lack of permanence. Modern brain imaging has shown that many patients in whom symptoms and signs of brain ischemia are clinically transient have evidence of brain infarction. If the ischemia caused death of the tissue, it is misleading to designate the ischemia as transient. Similarly, ischemia may produce symptoms and signs that are prolonged (and so qualify in older definitions as strokes), and yet no permanent brain infarction has occurred. Optimally, all patients with brain ischemia (persistent or transient) would have thorough evaluations that show the presence, nature, and extent of brain damage (infarction and hemorrhage) and the cardiac, cerebrovascular, and/or hematological causes of the brain lesions. However, this is unlikely in the foreseeable future. Definitions are needed that are qualified by how the determinations were established. Stroke would be the term classically used if the means of classification were purely clinical. In contrast, infarction...
and hemorrhage involving the CNS are terms defined both clinically and by modern imaging.

**Tools for the Diagnosis of Stroke**

**Clinical Diagnosis**

Knowledge of neuroanatomy and vascular anatomy is important for the clinical diagnosis of stroke and transient CNS ischemia. Brain injuries attributable to vascular causes are nearly always focal, unless they lead to increases in intracranial pressure that cause global cerebral hypoperfusion, as in SAH, or massive infarcts and ICHs. Consideration of where the process occurs in the brain helps to determine whether the cause is vascular and to identify the potential vessels involved. During clinical diagnosis, 3 questions require an answer: (1) Is the process vascular or a stroke-like mimic? If a vascular process, then (2) where in the CNS is the abnormality, and which blood vessels supply that area? and (3) What is the disease mechanism (eg, ischemia or hemorrhage)?

Before distinguishing among stroke mechanisms, clinicians should first ask whether the findings could be caused by a nonvascular process, such as a brain tumor, metabolic disorder, infection, demyelination, intoxication, or traumatic injury that mimics stroke.

The history and knowledge of general systemic diseases tell the clinician what is wrong (ie, pathophysiology); the neurological examination tells more where the disease process is located. Different data are used to answer the “what and where” questions. Diagnosis of stroke location is most often made by integrating all available information from the neurological symptoms and findings and from neuroimaging.

In determining the stroke mechanism, these clinical bedside data are considered: the past and present personal and family illnesses; the presence and nature of past strokes and/or TIsAs; activity at the onset of the stroke; temporal course and progression of the focal symptoms and findings; and accompanying symptoms such as headache, vomiting, and decreased level of consciousness. Information about these items is obtained from a thorough history from the patient, a review of records, and data collected from observers, family members, and friends. These data are primarily historical. The general physical examination, which may uncover findings not known from the history, adds to the data used for diagnosing stroke mechanism. Elevated blood pressure, cardiac enlargement or murmurs, and vascular bruits are examples of physical findings that influence identification of the stroke mechanism.

Retinal infarction is a clinical diagnosis in a patient with acute painless visual loss, typically associated with ischemic whitening of the retina observed on funduscopic examination. A “cherry red spot” may be evident in the macula in patients with central retinal artery occlusion. Retinal infarction rarely requires additional testing to confirm the diagnosis, although occasionally fluorescein angiography is used in atypical cases.

**Radiographic Diagnosis**

Radiographic imaging studies and other laboratory testing are aimed at answering these questions in the evaluation of acute stroke: (1) Is the lesion(s) in the CNS caused by ischemia or hemorrhage, or is it related to a nonvascular stroke mimic? (2) Where is the lesion(s)? What is its size, shape, and extent? (3) What is the nature and severity of the vascular lesion(s), and how do the vascular lesion(s) and brain perfusion abnormalities relate to the lesion(s)? and (4) Are abnormalities of blood constituents causing or contributing to ischemia or hemorrhage?

Confirmation that the patient has had a stroke and not a stroke mimic depends heavily on brain imaging. Computed tomography (CT) scanning, which is now and in the foreseeable future will be more readily available in most medical centers than magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), is usually able to exclude stroke mimics such as brain tumors and subdural hematomas and to separate brain ischemia from hemorrhage. Brain imaging with CT or MRI can localize the regions of brain infarction and hemorrhage. Imaging of the cervical and intracranial arteries and veins, focusing on those that supply the region of vascular injury, can identify occlusive vascular lesions and show vascular malformations and aneurysms. Vascular imaging can be performed using ultrasound (duplex Doppler imaging of the blood vessels in the neck and transcranial Doppler study of intracranial arteries), or by CT or magnetic resonance angiography or by catheter angiography. Traditional ideas that a strict brain time window exists for acute stroke differ from modern imaging findings obtained by methods such as MRI diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), which highlights tissue changes after several minutes to days after transient or permanent ischemic events. A recent Cochrane review of CT and MRI for the diagnosis of acute cerebral infarction within 12 hours of symptom onset showed that the pooled estimates for CT sensitivity and DWI MRI sensitivity were 0.39 and 0.99, respectively, using a clinical diagnosis as the reference standard.

Today, attention is focused on multisequence use of rapid MRI as a biomarker for acute identification of permanent tissue injury as well as viable tissue at risk, widely known as the penumbra. Multimodal magnetic resonance angiography, DWI, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), and perfusion-weighted MRI are used to detect “mismatch,” which identifies the area of potentially reversible injury. These methods compare favorably with corresponding CT “mismatches” of CT hypodensity, CT angiography, and CT perfusion. The use of all of these imaging studies is based on the underlying hypothesis that if the blood supply is not restored, the penumbra will succumb to permanent injury eventually and result in a negative clinical outcome. Advances in assessment of perfusion or flow mapping methods aim to define a threshold to exclude benign oligemia from penumbra, while simultaneously distinguishing the ischemic core from penumbra as an accurate determination of the volume of potentially salvageable tissue.

Mismatch of tissue volumes has been used as a radiographic index of the ischemic penumbra. Ideally, radiographic assessment will identify patients who have relatively smaller volumes of irreversibly infarcted core and large volumes of salvageable penumbra and will benefit from intensive reperfusion therapy. The optimal tool would characterize the
presence, territory, and extent of hemorrhage; the size and location of an ischemic core destined to infarction; the size and volume of a penumbra; and the geographic distribution of vascular occlusion or flow. However, no imaging parameters have yet been proven to achieve this goal sufficiently for use in selecting patients for specific therapies.\textsuperscript{15,22–25}

Interpretations of acute stroke neuroimaging studies are also complicated by abnormalities that may mimic acute stroke by causing brain water protons to experience altered DWI patterns because of changes in the cellular environment.\textsuperscript{26} Such mimics are most commonly conditions such as infections, cysts, or abscesses that exhibit lower-than-normal apparent diffusion coefficient values (which are “gold standard” signs of acute stroke with sensitivity and specificity \(>95\%\) when clinical symptoms are considered).\textsuperscript{27–28} The DWI, examinations, including apparent diffusion coefficient maps, should be read together with corresponding T\(_2\), or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)–suppressed FLAIR examinations to exclude nonstroke events. The classic depiction of acute stroke as hypointense lesions on DWI may be commonly confused with “T\(_2\), shine-through” when the apparent diffusion coefficient is not read together with the DWIs.\textsuperscript{30,31} Certain metabolic abnormalities or diseases may occur in children with atypical MRI findings that may mimic stroke. Trauma may create shear-induced reductions in apparent diffusion coefficient corresponding to some hindrance to normal water proton brain diffusion. In addition, the DWI-observed tissue changes may occur in tissue ischemia-to-necrosis processes that may appear as “pseudonormalization” of the apparent diffusion coefficient.

Because most of the rapid magnetic resonance (MR) DWI, perfusion-weighted MRI, and functional MR images are acquired today with single-shot echo-planar image methods, presence and extent of calcifications, air, and deoxygenated hemoglobin to hemosiderin conversions may mimic or confuse the MR findings by creating regional signal loss attributable to magnetic susceptibility artifacts in affected areas. The sensitivity of echo-planar imaging to iron and air gives MR a valuable ability to detect and depict various forms of hemorrhage from SAH to microbleeds, yet makes these lesions notoriously difficult to quantify, requiring a set of conventional or fast spin-echo images to rule out such signal dropout artifacts.

Imaging of the spinal cord is less well established for the diagnosis of infarction. The sensitivity of MRI is limited, ranging from 45\% to 73\%, particularly when performed early.\textsuperscript{32–34} Even with repeated imaging, a substantial fraction of MRIs (14\%) will still be normal.\textsuperscript{35} Moreover, a finding of T\(_2\), signal abnormality, even with restricted diffusion, is not specific for infarction and can be seen with demyelination and other disorders. Imaging evidence of vertebral body infarction adjacent to a cord signal abnormality on MRI is a specific indicator of ischemia and a useful confirmatory sign if present, although found in a minority of cases.\textsuperscript{35}

**Serum Biomarkers**

Although troponin and creatine kinase values are often used to diagnose and quantify MI, biomarkers have not entered the mainstream of diagnosis of brain infarction. Biomarkers have been explored mostly in research on patients who have sustained global brain ischemia, for example, related to cardiac arrest, and in patients with head injuries. Commonly measured markers include S100 calcium binding protein B or S100B, glial fibrillary acidic protein, brain natriuretic peptide, and matrix metalloproteinase-9. None of these substances are routinely measured by hospital laboratories in the time frame needed to make acute care decisions but are a focus of clinical research.

**Pathology**

Neuropathological evaluation of brain (or spinal cord) tissue remains the definitive means to detect ischemic necrosis (an infarct). However, the need for this in the modern era is diminished by the high accuracy of MRI sequences (as described previously) that can accurately define the boundaries of necrotic neural tissue in vivo. Furthermore, the opportunities for directly examining brain tissue are becoming increasingly rare: Relatively small numbers of autopsies are performed, even in academic medical centers, although this decline is offset by the potentially valuable information that can be obtained in highly selected necropsies.\textsuperscript{36} Biopsy tissue showing ischemic necrosis often comes as a surprise to the neuropathologist, usually when a neurosurgeon samples a space-occupying lesion (often causing severe life-threatening edema) that was thought to be a neoplasm or abscess, but instead finds a subacute infarct with extensive associated swelling. A neuropathologist performing a postmortem examination in a stroke patient is charged with 2 tasks: defining the vascular disease (systemic and/or cerebral) and systemic factors (eg, hypotension) that contributed to the stroke; and establishing (to the extent possible) the distribution of necrosis, as well as its severity and age, that is, how long it was present before the patient’s demise.\textsuperscript{37–39}

The histopathological criteria for recognizing acute irreversible ischemic neural injury (necrosis) have been recognized for decades: An affected neuron loses its basophilic cytoplasm (the result of Nissl substance, or rough endoplasmic reticulum) and prominently nucleolated nucleus, which are replaced by a neuronal cell body showing brightly eosinophilic neuronal cytoplasm lacking identifiable substructure, and a pyknotic or collapsed nucleus; the tinctorial change in the cytoplasm may precede nuclear change (Figure 1). The precise time taken between the cessation of oxygenated blood flow (to a given brain/spinal cord region) and this histopathological picture is debated but is widely estimated to be \(\approx 6\) to 10 hours. Put differently, if a patient experiences irreversible cerebral necrosis and dies within 1 to 2 hours, there will be no visible neuropathological abnormality (by light microscopy) in affected brain tissue.\textsuperscript{40} Changes in the neuronal cytoplasm and membrane visible only by electron microscopy doubtless occur in a much shorter time frame, as suggested by animal models, but ultrastructural examination of ischemic brain is almost never carried out, even in the most detailed postmortem examination, because of issues related to rapid tissue autolysis. An intriguing feature in the brain and/or spinal cord of someone who has experienced profound and
Ischemic brain injury occurs in a fairly stereotypical progression, including subfalcine herniation of the cingulate gyrus, and marked central diencephalic herniation. Neutrophils appear early, usually occurring within 1 to 2 days of the onset of necrosis, to clear neutrophils from capillaries in or adjacent to an infarct. There may be extravasation of polymorphonuclear leukocytes (eg, increased intracellular calcium). The morphological features of apoptosis include the genesis of intranuclear chromatin masses and (eventually) apoptotic bodies. A third mechanism, probably less important in ischemic brain injury, is free-radical–induced damage and autophagocytosis, which shows up histologically as condensed cytoplasm, large vacuoles, and a clumped nucleus.

The sequence of cellular events that follows irreversible ischemic brain injury occurs in a fairly stereotypical progression, although not necessarily in consistently well-defined time frames. There may be extravasation of polymorphonuclear leukocytes from capillaries in or adjacent to an infarct, usually occurring within 1 to 2 days of the onset of necrosis. Prolonged hypoxia is the occurrence of intact and essentially normal-appearing neurons immediately adjacent to “red dead” (brightly eosinophilic) cell bodies (Figure 1). Extreme diffuse anoxic-ischemic injury can be difficult to distinguish from a cerebral infarct; usually the latter shows confluent neuronal ischemic change over a defined region of brain/spinal cord, and this change is accompanied by extreme pallor and variably severe vacuolization of the neuropil.

A subacute/acute infarct within white matter, a structure devoid of neurons, can be more difficult to identify. It usually shows well-demarcated pallor of the tissue, within which are abundant neuroaxonal spheroids that may be highlighted using antibodies to neurofilament or amyloid precursor protein. Other types of neuronal death may occur and may even be the consequence of anoxic-ischemic brain injury. These include apoptotic death, which may result from any one of a large number of insults to the CNS that can accompany ischemia (eg, increased intracellular calcium). The morphological features of apoptosis include the genesis of intranuclear chromatin masses and (eventually) apoptotic bodies. A third mechanism, probably less important in ischemic brain injury, is free-radical–induced damage and autophagocytosis, which shows up histologically as condensed cytoplasm, large vacuoles, and a clumped nucleus.

The sequence of cellular events that follows irreversible ischemic brain injury occurs in a fairly stereotypical progression, although not necessarily in consistently well-defined time frames. There may be extravasation of polymorphonuclear leukocytes from capillaries in or adjacent to an infarct, usually occurring within 1 to 2 days of the onset of necrosis. Prolonged hypoxia is the occurrence of intact and essentially normal-appearing neurons immediately adjacent to “red dead” (brightly eosinophilic) cell bodies (Figure 1). Extreme diffuse anoxic-ischemic injury can be difficult to distinguish from a cerebral infarct; usually the latter shows confluent neuronal ischemic change over a defined region of brain/spinal cord, and this change is accompanied by extreme pallor and variably severe vacuolization of the neuropil.

A subacute/acute infarct within white matter, a structure devoid of neurons, can be more difficult to identify. It usually shows well-demarcated pallor of the tissue, within which are abundant neuroaxonal spheroids that may be highlighted using antibodies to neurofilament or amyloid precursor protein. Other types of neuronal death may occur and may even be the consequence of anoxic-ischemic brain injury. These include apoptotic death, which may result from any one of a large number of insults to the CNS that can accompany ischemia (eg, increased intracellular calcium). The morphological features of apoptosis include the genesis of intranuclear chromatin masses and (eventually) apoptotic bodies. A third mechanism, probably less important in ischemic brain injury, is free-radical–induced damage and autophagocytosis, which shows up histologically as condensed cytoplasm, large vacuoles, and a clumped nucleus.

The sequence of cellular events that follows irreversible ischemic brain injury occurs in a fairly stereotypical progression, although not necessarily in consistently well-defined time frames. There may be extravasation of polymorphonuclear leukocytes from capillaries in or adjacent to an infarct, usually occurring within 1 to 2 days of the onset of necrosis. Prolonged hypoxia is the occurrence of intact and essentially normal-appearing neurons immediately adjacent to “red dead” (brightly eosinophilic) cell bodies (Figure 1). Extreme diffuse anoxic-ischemic injury can be difficult to distinguish from a cerebral infarct; usually the latter shows confluent neuronal ischemic change over a defined region of brain/spinal cord, and this change is accompanied by extreme pallor and variably severe vacuolization of the neuropil.

A subacute/acute infarct within white matter, a structure devoid of neurons, can be more difficult to identify. It usually shows well-demarcated pallor of the tissue, within which are abundant neuroaxonal spheroids that may be highlighted using antibodies to neurofilament or amyloid precursor protein. Other types of neuronal death may occur and may even be the consequence of anoxic-ischemic brain injury. These include apoptotic death, which may result from any one of a large number of insults to the CNS that can accompany ischemia (eg, increased intracellular calcium). The morphological features of apoptosis include the genesis of intranuclear chromatin masses and (eventually) apoptotic bodies. A third mechanism, probably less important in ischemic brain injury, is free-radical–induced damage and autophagocytosis, which shows up histologically as condensed cytoplasm, large vacuoles, and a clumped nucleus.

The sequence of cellular events that follows irreversible ischemic brain injury occurs in a fairly stereotypical progression, although not necessarily in consistently well-defined time frames. There may be extravasation of polymorphonuclear leukocytes from capillaries in or adjacent to an infarct, usually occurring within 1 to 2 days of the onset of necrosis. Prolonged hypoxia is the occurrence of intact and essentially normal-appearing neurons immediately adjacent to “red dead” (brightly eosinophilic) cell bodies (Figure 1). Extreme diffuse anoxic-ischemic injury can be difficult to distinguish from a cerebral infarct; usually the latter shows confluent neuronal ischemic change over a defined region of brain/spinal cord, and this change is accompanied by extreme pallor and variably severe vacuolization of the neuropil.
these immunohistochemical methods can be used to quantify the number of microinfarcts in a given brain section.

CNS Infarction

CNS Infarction Is Brain, Spinal Cord, or Retinal Cell Death Attributable to Ischemia, Based on Pathological, Imaging, Other Objective Evidence, and/or Clinical Evidence

Cerebral infarction is fundamentally a neuropathological term as described previously. Given that pathological confirmation of CNS infarction is rarely obtained in living patients, a tissue-based definition of CNS infarction must rely on other available information, including clinical and neuroimaging data. Neuroimaging is not perfect, and its use in establishing a tissue-based definition of CNS infarction has many factors that may influence the ability to provide evidence of ischemia, including the time from symptom onset to image acquisition, the sensitivity of the imaging modality for detecting the lesion, and other characteristics of the clinical setting.

The timing of the neuroimaging in relation to the onset of ischemia may impact whether imaging evidence of stroke is seen, since signs of ischemia on noncontrast head CT are seen within the first few hours of CNS infarction in 31% to 60% of cases. Therefore, within the first 12 hours of an acute stroke, a tissue-based diagnosis of CNS infarction is not possible with the use of routine noncontrast head CT alone but could be if MRI were widely used. Because noncontrast head CT remains the most commonly used imaging modality in the acute setting, a patient may have a clear clinical vascular syndrome supporting a diagnosis of CNS infarction but not meet a tissue-based definition of CNS infarction if only CT is used. In addition, the type of imaging modality selected may determine if a tissue-based diagnosis of CNS infarction is made based on the location of the stroke. For example, a patient with focal neurological symptoms localizing to the brainstem may have no imaging evidence of CNS infarction on plain head CT because of image degradation from “streaking artifact” in the brainstem but would be more likely to have imaging evidence of CNS infarction if MRI were used. Ultimately, even MRI lacks sensitivity for some small lesions, particularly in the brainstem.

The selection of the neuroimaging modality may also depend on factors such as availability of the imaging modality, with rural hospitals and developing regions less likely to have access to imaging, especially MRI, thereby decreasing the likelihood of making a tissue-based diagnosis of CNS infarction. In addition, patient factors such as contraindication to a particular imaging modality (ie, implanted device or severe claustrophobia) may preclude MRI and reduce the likelihood of a tissue-based diagnosis of CNS infarction. Furthermore, despite the common impression that neuroimaging provides a more objective diagnosis of CNS infarction, physician preferences or bias in the use of neuroimaging may still impact the diagnosis of CNS infarction using a tissue-based definition. For example, a patient in an unblinded clinical trial who has mild symptoms of CNS infarction might not undergo an MRI to diagnose the stroke if the physician has a bias toward one treatment arm, and thus, the patient would not meet a tissue-based definition of CNS infarction, despite clinical stroke symptoms. Finally, given that there is no gold standard for the diagnosis of CNS infarction and that studies designed to test the sensitivity and specificity of neuroimaging modalities such as CT and MRI have used a clinical diagnosis of stroke as the reference standard, the requirement of neuroimaging evidence of ischemia in a definition of CNS infarction results in a somewhat circular argument.

A definition of CNS infarction must therefore allow for clinical criteria when neuropathological or neuroimaging data either do not provide evidence of infarction or such data are inadequate or unavailable. The presence of persistent clinical signs or symptoms is not necessary to define cerebral infarction but provides an alternative means to establish that diagnosis.

In the same manner that a TIA is defined by “transient” stroke symptoms and the absence of objective evidence of infarction, a clinical definition of cerebral infarction can be established based on persistent symptoms caused by cerebral ischemia. The duration of time that constitutes “persistent” must be defined for situations in which the neuroimaging is negative or inadequate. To define the threshold of persistent stroke symptoms that most reliably correlates with the presence of pathological cerebral infarction, the most logical approach is to study a large population and examine what event duration best correlates with other objective evidence of infarction. Furthermore, that threshold should be practical and timely to establish the diagnosis of ischemic stroke. In other words, the time threshold that defines “persistent” should be short enough to allow a rapid diagnosis of ischemic stroke but not so short as to include symptoms that are likely to be transient. The likelihood of permanent injury is related to both the severity and duration of ischemia. Without neuroimaging data, measurement of the severity of ischemia is impossible, and therefore, time is by necessity the primary defining factor, although it remains an approximation at best. Several studies suggest that most transient stroke symptoms resolve in <24 hours, supporting the classic 24-hour threshold as a fallback in the absence of direct and objective evidence of infarction. An earlier time threshold for defining “persistent” stroke symptoms, such as >1 hour, would result in the misclassification of patients with transient symptoms lasting 1 to 24 hours and no imaging evidence of ischemia as “stroke,” rather than “TIA” using the new definition, because up to 50% of patients with transient stroke symptoms lasting 1 to 24 hours have negative DWI MRI. Conversely, selecting a later time threshold to define “persistent” stroke symptoms, such as >72 hours, would prolong the diagnosis of ischemic stroke without increasing the likelihood that the symptoms would not be transient, given that in patients with stroke symptoms lasting ≥24 hours, 97% lasted ≥7 days while only 3% have symptoms that last 1 to 7 days. Currently, there are no compelling data showing that an alternative time threshold is superior to 24 hours, although further research may provide a more precise estimate. In the absence of such data, the persistence of symptoms for ≥24 hours remains a reasonable threshold for inferring the presence of permanent injury and therefore infarction.
There may be reasonable exceptions to this definition. For example, a patient who presents with rapidly developing neurological symptoms and is treated with thrombolytic agents or other acute therapies, and whose symptoms completely resolve before the 24-hour threshold, might be considered to have an infarction even if subsequent imaging does not show evidence of injury.

**Definition of Ischemic Stroke Should Be Limited to Focal Ischemia and Not Include Global Ischemia**

There are several reasons to limit the definition of ischemic stroke to focal ischemia alone. First, there are significant differences in the pathology and mechanisms of ischemia between focal and global ischemia. Focal ischemia occurs within the perfusion territory of an artery that is stenosed or occluded, and cell death is localized to this region. In focal cerebral ischemia, cell death is maximal in the ischemic focus and may extend to the penumbra, with all cellular elements including both neurons and supportive cells affected. In contrast, global ischemia results from decreased cerebral perfusion as a result of decreased blood pressure (eg, in shock or cardiac arrest) or severely increased intracranial pressure (eg, severe head trauma). In global ischemia, selective neuronal loss appears to occur in vulnerable areas of the hippocampus, cerebral neocortex, thalamus, cerebellum, and basal ganglia and is not isolated to particular vascular distributions. Furthermore, applying the definition of prolonged cell death attributable to global ischemia in the CNS would include sources of injury such as anoxia caused by airway or lung diseases and some metabolic injuries, which are quite distinctly nonvascular in origin. In addition, survivors of global ischemia (eg, patients resuscitated after cardiac arrest) will always have reperfusion of the ischemic cerebral tissue. This results in a larger role for injury because of the pathological effects of reperfusion in global ischemia than in focal ischemia.

In addition to pathophysiological differences, the treatment of global ischemia differs significantly from the treatment of focal ischemia, and because of these treatment differences, global ischemia should not be included with focal ischemia in the definition of ischemic stroke. Although the duration of ischemia is important in both focal and global ischemia, focal ischemia is acutely treated with reperfusion strategies to improve flow in an artery. In distinct contrast, global ischemia is acutely treated by correcting the systemic disorder that is the underlying cause of hypoperfusion. The evaluation of patients with focal and global ischemia also differs. Focal ischemia typically requires assessment of the cervical and cerebral arteries, investigation of a possible cardiac source of emboli, and evaluation of risk factors for atherosclerosis, whereas the evaluation of global ischemia is focused on identifying the underlying cause of hypoperfusion.

Global ischemia also typically differs from focal ischemia with respect to the initial clinical presentation and prognosis, providing additional rationale for excluding global ischemia from the definition of stroke. Patients with focal ischemia present with neurological deficits that are localizable to a particular vascular distribution and rarely have a depressed level of consciousness. However, patients with global ischemia most commonly present with diffuse nonfocal neurological symptoms, particularly diminished consciousness. The prognosis also differs between focal and global ischemia, because mortality for focal ischemia is ≈12%, while for global ischemia >80% of patients do not survive hospitalization. With two thirds of the deaths attributable to neurological injury. Finally, widely accepted definitions of infarction in other organs, such as liver and lungs, are limited to focal rather than global ischemia.

The writing group recognizes that the universal definition of MI more simply allows for myocardial necrosis without explicit specification of focal versus global ischemia. However, in the setting of global ischemia as may occur with cardiac arrest, the universal definition of MI includes “symptoms suggestive of myocardial ischemia, and accompanied by new ST elevation, or new left bundle-branch block, and/or evidence of fresh thrombus by coronary angiography and/or at autopsy,” all of which imply a focal arterial occlusion. Our revised definition of stroke is consistent with this approach and requires symptoms or signs of focal brain dysfunction and/or neuroimaging or pathological evidence of acute infarction. If acute brain imaging or pathological examination is performed that demonstrates focal (or multifocal) infarction in an arterial or watershed territory, then this focal injury would meet the revised definition of CNS infarction and, if accompanied by clinical symptoms, ischemic stroke.

There are marked differences between focal and global ischemia with respect to clinical presentation, treatment, pathophysiology, and prognosis. These differences are sufficient to limit the definition of stroke to focal ischemia.

**Definition of CNS Infarction Should Be Limited to CNS Tissue Including Brain, Spinal Cord, and Retina**

The brain, spinal cord, and retina derive from neural tube tissue and therefore constitute the CNS, while the cranial and peripheral nerves derive from neural crest tissue. There are differences in the mechanisms of ischemia, treatment, and recovery between CNS and peripheral nervous system (PNS) ischemia that warrant limitation of the definition of infarction to the CNS. CNS ischemia, as previously described, results from stenosis or occlusion of both large vessels and small vessels attributable to local thrombosis or embolization from other vascular regions or from critical hypoperfusion in border-zone regions. PNS ischemia typically results from small-vessel occlusion of the vasa nervorum presenting as mononeuropathies, most commonly related to vasculitis or diabetes mellitus. Isolated cranial neuropathies have previously been attributed to a mechanism similar to PNS ischemia but are now believed to result more commonly from MRI-defined microinfarcts in the brainstem and are thus more similar to small-vessel infarctions. As a result of the differences in pathogenesis of ischemia between CNS and PNS ischemia, treatments for ischemia of the PNS and CNS differ. For CNS ischemia, the treatment is focused on establishing reperfusion in the acute setting and then secondary prevention of ischemia. For PNS ischemia, treatments are focused on the underlying condition (ie, steroids for vasculitis or glucose control for...
diabetes mellitus), and acute reperfusion treatments are not available. The CNS and PNS also differ with respect to potential for recovery after ischemic injury. The PNS has a greater regenerative capacity than the CNS because of innate differences between the neurons and supportive cells in these locations, allowing for PNS axonal regeneration after injury.

Because of the differences in the mechanisms of ischemia, treatment, and recovery between CNS and PNS ischemia, as well as structural and embryological differences, the definition of CNS infarction should be limited to the brain, spinal cord, and retina and should include isolated cranial nerve syndromes only when other confirmatory evidence of brainstem ischemia is present.

Definition of CNS Infarction Should Include Neurological Conditions Resulting From Focal Ischemia to the CNS That May Be Atypical in Presentation

Ischemia of the CNS may not always manifest as the sudden onset of focal neurological symptoms. Atypical or “somatic” symptoms (eg, headache, fatigue, malaise) have been reported in 73% of women and 65% of men presenting with acute stroke symptoms, suggesting that focal neurological symptoms might not be the only manifestation of CNS infarction in many cases. In some rare conditions, small areas of ischemia are initially asymptomatic but later become symptomatic as multiple ischemic lesions accumulate. For example, in CNS vasculitis or cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL), atypical symptoms such as depressed level of consciousness, seizures, headache, or dementia may be the initial presentation of cerebral ischemia. Conversely, some conditions may present with stroke-like episodes and neurological symptoms that mimic CNS infarction (eg, mitochondrial encephalopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke [MELAS], posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome, and transient global amnesia). However, although these conditions may have a component of ischemia, at this time, they are thought to have other primary mechanisms of cerebral damage and may be reversible without standard acute stroke therapies. The definition of CNS infarction may include atypical neurological symptoms when the symptoms are primarily attributed to focal (or multifocal) ischemia of the CNS.

Definition of CNS infarction: CNS infarction is brain, spinal cord, or retinal cell death attributable to ischemia, based on

1. pathological, imaging, or other objective evidence of cerebral, spinal cord, or retinal focal ischemic injury in a defined vascular distribution; or

2. clinical evidence of cerebral, spinal cord, or retinal focal ischemic injury based on symptoms persisting ≥24 hours or until death, and other etiologies excluded.

(Note: CNS infarction includes hemorrhagic infarctions, types I and II; see “Hemorrhagic Infarction.”)

Ischemic Stroke

A comprehensive definition of ischemic stroke requires clinical symptoms and evidence of infarction to provide an accurate description of the process of ischemia occurring in a given patient (Figure 2). Conversely, focal arterial ischemia with transient symptoms (lasting <24 hours) and without evidence of infarction by pathology or imaging should be considered a TIA.

Definition of ischemic stroke: An episode of neurological dysfunction caused by focal cerebral, spinal, or retinal infarction. (Note: Evidence of CNS infarction is as defined previously.)

Silent, Subclinical, or Prior CNS Infarction

The shift to a structural, rather than purely clinical, diagnosis of stroke requires a critical reappraisal of the frequently used terms “silent stroke” and “silent infarction.” (Silent hematomas and microbleeds are dealt with in a subsequent section of this document.) The development of the concept of silent cerebral infarction reflects the recognition that brain abnormalities, consistent with ischemic injury, can be identified pathologically or on neuroimaging in patients without a history of stroke or TIA. Fisher, for example, reported in 1965 that small infarcts occurred in the deep structures of the patients’ brains without known symptoms. Silent superficial cortical lesions, more often in the right cerebral hemisphere, were noted among patients presenting with stroke in the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS) Stroke Data Bank. These lesions are commonly considered silent because they are unaccompanied by classically defined stroke syndromes. However, they may not be entirely asymptomatic, because patients with these lesions may still have evidence of cognitive, gait, or other functional impairment, as discussed later in this document. Such patients could be considered to have subacute or chronic symptoms and/or signs of stroke in the absence of an initial rapidly developing stroke syndrome.

Definition

No standard or commonly accepted definition for silent infarction exists, partly because of a lack of a clear consensus regarding what is meant by “silence.” “Silence” depends on one’s vantage point and may differ between the patient and physician. Patients may not be aware that some prior constellation of symptoms was related to an imaged abnormality, or they may not have been evaluated for it at the time so that a diagnosis of stroke was never made. Thus, a silent infarction might be a cerebral infarction that was unnoticed, overlooked, or disregarded. The physician, however, may appreciate the relationship between a remote episode of, for example, vertigo and diplopia, previously attributed to some other cause, and a newly imaged abnormality consistent with infarction. Even from the physician’s perspective, the interpretation of silence may differ to reflect the interests of the clinician or investigator. Asymptomatic patients with incidentally discovered infarcts may have subtle examination findings such as mild facial paresis, pronator drift, reflex abnormality, visual field deficit, or other abnormalities. Once the clinical abnormality is detected by a physician, it may be inappropriate to continue to refer to the lesion as truly silent. Taken a step further, it is unclear how to classify infarcts unassociated with either symptoms or signs on neurological examination in patients with more subtle cognitive deficits detectable on detailed neuropsychological testing. Because
The presence of a silent infarction therefore depends on both how hard one looks for evidence of sequelae of the event as well as evidence of brain injury caused by ischemia. Is the absence of a physician’s diagnosis of stroke adequate? Absence of symptoms? Is bedside examination adequate? Or is a normal comprehensive neuropsychological test required? Should CT or MRI be required? If MRI, which sequences are required, as technical developments allow the detection of ever-subtler abnormalities?

The definition of silent infarction is complicated, moreover, by the recognition that many patients and participants in observational studies may have confluent areas of white matter disease in the brain, referred to as “white matter hyperintensities” or “leukoaraiosis.” These areas are readily identified on CT and MRI scans and are often considered to be secondary to ischemia. They are also associated with vascular risk factors, particularly age and hypertension, and appear to be associated with stroke risk. However, they may also reflect nonischemic pathologies, including edema, inflammation, demyelination, and gliosis, and therefore will not be considered further here, although further research into their relationship to cerebrovascular disease is warranted.

A reasonable approach to “silent infarction” would be to provide specific information about the nature of the symptoms and findings in any patient with evidence of infarction, as discussed below.

**Location**

Structurally identified cerebral infarcts may take as many forms as clinical strokes, including small, deep (ie, lacunar) infarcts, superficial cortically located lesions, or microinfarcts. Superficial lesions without symptoms are likely to be smaller than clinically identified lesions, because most large cortical strokes will produce some clinical symptoms or signs. For those in whom silent strokes occurred at a young age (eg, before 6 years of age), early brain plasticity may leave little or no clinical sequelae from even a large infarction. Silent infarcts may be located throughout the CNS, including the brainstem, cerebellum, and spinal cord. Infarcts that are silent are more likely to be located in the right cerebral hemisphere, because symptoms attributable to right hemispheric injury may not be as easily detected by patient or physician.

**Prevalence**

An autopsy study in Japan found that ≈18% of those without a clinical history of stroke (mean age, 69 years) had evidence of silent infarction. The use of modern brain imaging techniques, including CT but particularly MRI, has permitted the routine identification of silent infarcts in populations of living patients, and such studies have permitted estimation of the prevalence and incidence of silent infarction in a more representative population of patients (Table 2). These lesions are quite common, necessitating serious consideration of their place in cerebrovascular nosology. CT studies among patients admitted with acute stroke but no history of prior stroke,
for example, have demonstrated that 10% to 38% of such patients have evidence of prior infarction. In 1 study, silent infarcts on CT were seen among 15% of patients with asymptomatic carotid stenosis.

Vermeer et al reviewed the literature on MR-detected silent infarcts (n=105 original papers) in 2007. Most studies defined infarcts as T$_1$ hypointense lesions of ≥3 mm in size; some excluded larger cortical infarcts, limiting comparability of studies. Lesions representing small infarcts were generally distinguished from dilated Virchow-Robin, or perivascular, spaces, which tend to be <3 mm in size, have round or linear appearance, and be located in the lower basal ganglia.

Prevalence estimates of silent brain infarcts are largely accounted for by age. In a Japanese cohort of mean age 59 years, the prevalence was 10%, while in the Cardiovascular Health Study (mean age 75 years, oversampled for blacks), the prevalence was 28%.

The prevalence of silent infarcts provides a measure of their importance. In fact, MRI-defined silent infarcts are up to 5 times as prevalent as clinically apparent strokes, which are found in ≥3% of the population. A wholesale redefinition of stroke that includes these lesions, therefore, would immediately swell the ranks of those with stroke to ≥15% to 20% of the population, suggesting that the burden of cerebrovascular disease is enormous and requires greater attention.

Silent infarcts are 30% to 40% more prevalent in women than men. This could represent an increase in risk of these often smaller infarcts in women, greater survival among women with silent infarcts, or a difference in the approach to diagnosis and treatment of neurological symptoms among women compared with men. Silent infarcts, like clinical strokes, are also more common among non-Hispanic blacks than among whites and Hispanics, although data are limited. Silent infarcts may also occur at earlier ages among blacks. These demographic differences suggest that a redefinition of stroke to include all silent infarcts might have a differential effect on estimates of the total burden of disease among women compared with men and across race-ethnic groups.

### Incidence

Incidence provides another measure of the importance of these lesions. In studies using serial MRI scans, the incidence of silent infarcts was ≥3% annually among elderly participants in 2 observational cohorts. Incidence was lower in a third, smaller cohort. Incidence, unlike prevalence, was similar for men and women, providing evidence to support the hypothesis that women with silent infarcts survive longer than men. Incidence also increased with age, prior brain infarction, and hypertension. Incidence, like prevalence, also outnumbered clinical stroke by a factor of 5.

### Prognosis

Silent infarcts are well recognized to be associated with several adverse neurological and cognitive consequences, albeit these are difficult to detect in routine circumstances. These consequences include impaired mobility, physical decline, depression, cognitive dysfunction, dementia, and clinical stroke. Silent brain infarcts increase the risk of clinical infarction by 2 to 4 times in population-based studies. This increased risk appears to be independent of other vascular and stroke risk factors, providing further evidence that silent infarcts may serve as a marker of propensity for stroke that is not captured by existing measures.

Silent brain infarcts increase the risk of mild cognitive impairment, and they also may double the risk of frank dementia. Observational studies have found lower levels of cognition among participants with evidence of silent brain infarction, and they appear to be associated with cognitive decline. Of note, silent infarcts are associated with risk of Alzheimer disease as well as of vascular dementia. Cerebral amyloid angiopathy, a microvasculopathy commonly found in the brains of individuals with Alzheimer disease, is now increasingly recognized as a likely contributing cause to cerebral microinfections and microbleeds. Although microbleeds can be detected by special MRI sequences, their size may be overestimated; however, there is no reliable way to identify microinfarcts on neuroimaging. Microinfarcts can be detected in autopsy brain specimens, especially with the use of special immunohistochemical methods to detect collections of microglia/macrophages or astrocytes, a fairly reliably
“footprint” of microfoci of ischemic change.44 This finding supports the concepts that vascular risk factors and ischemic injury contribute to the pathology of Alzheimer disease, that Alzheimer disease develops earlier in those who have already experienced vascular injury to the brain, and that microinfarcts in the aging brain may result from an Alzheimer disease–related microvasculopathy, cerebral amyloid angiopathy. There is also evidence that silent infarcts are associated with both prevalence and severity of parkinsonism.113 For all these reasons, it is reasonable to conclude that many “silent infarctions” are not truly silent, even though the associated findings may be so subtle as to elude routine neurological evaluation.

Are Silent Infarcts “Strokes”?  
There are several arguments in favor of including silent infarcts within the broadest definition of stroke.

First, insofar as silent infarctions are indeed infarctions, pathologically defined, it would appear to be counterintuitive not to include them within the rubric of CNS infarction. The same reasoning used to define “MI” in the “Third Universal Definition of Myocardial Infarction,”2 representing the combined efforts of several cardiology-related professional organizations, would indicate that a lesion is an infarction if it can be pathologically defined as such, independent of the presence or absence of any symptoms, signs, or neuropsychological findings. The expert consensus document uses the term “prior myocardial infarction” rather than “silent myocardial infarction,” avoiding any question of the clinical significance of the finding.2 Thus, according to that expert consensus document, the definition of a “prior myocardial infarction” includes “imaging evidence of a loss of viable myocardium that is thinned and fails to contract, in the absence of a non-ischemic cause.”22 Using the same logic, “prior cerebral infarctions” may be defined as “Imaging evidence of cerebral infarction in the absence of a non-ischemic cause.” Prior cerebral infarctions would be present when imaging is consistent with a cerebral infarction, independent of signs or symptoms. The use of the term “prior” in this context should be understood to refer to a remote or incidentally discovered event. However, “silent infarction” has become more widely used in the stroke lexicon.

Second, inclusion of prior infarctions within estimates of the burden of cerebrovascular disease would be consistent with the growing recognition of their clinical impact. The fact that these lesions are associated with an adverse prognosis for cognitive and functional decline provides the rationale for their inclusion with frank symptomatic stroke as one important measure of health in populations. Relegation of silent strokes to a second-tier category, as if they were simply of incidental or academic importance, or merely markers of susceptibility to stroke, no longer seems appropriate. Moreover, this consideration gains in significance as the population ages and more individuals reach the ages at which strokes tend to occur.

Third, the inclusion of prior infarctions as strokes would emphasize the importance of evaluating and treating these individuals for secondary prevention as aggressively as patients with clearly symptomatic infarcts. As discussed previously, recognition of the increased risk of stroke and other outcomes in this population represents an opportunity to intervene and prevent future asymptomatic and symptomatic strokes. Future trials will be needed, however, to prove that treatment of those with silent strokes will reduce the occurrence of symptomatic strokes or other adverse outcomes. For example, current guidelines for primary prevention of stroke in patients with atrial fibrillation recommend consideration of whether the individual has experienced a stroke in deciding on optimal treatment.114 The CHADS, (Congestive Heart Failure, Hypertension, Age ≥75, Diabetes, and Stroke/TIA) scoring system gives 2 points to patients with stroke or TIA (using older definitions), and it is generally recommended that patients with a score of ≥2 receive treatment with anticoagulation rather than aspirin.115 However, it is unclear whether an imaging-defined silent infarction should be considered an indication for anticoagulation. Similarly, one may wonder whether patients with carotid stenosis and silent infarctions should be considered to have a higher absolute benefit from anticoagulation than asymptomatic patients with no imaging evidence of infarction. Future studies may address these questions.

There are also reasonable arguments against including silent infarctions within the current definition of stroke. The use of imaging to determine the presence or absence of infarction, it may be argued, necessarily relies on a technology that has limited and ever-changing measurement characteristics (eg, sensitivity, specificity). More sensitive MR techniques may find ever-smaller infarcts, leading to a continual increase in the burden of disease. Such arguments reflect the evolution of medicine and knowledge in general, and they do not detract from the principle that an infarction be defined according to some objective measurement independent of clinical signs or symptoms. Measurement error, or development of more sensitive technologies, should be regarded as distinct from questions about the actual existence of the lesions. Specific consensus recommendations for imaging techniques to determine the presence of prior or silent infarcts lie outside the scope of this discussion, but general guidelines appear earlier in this document.

The inclusion of clinically silent lesions within the rubric of stroke may become problematic in the evaluation of invasive therapies that leave imaging signals of injury without clinical sequelae. Studies among patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy or stenting, for example, have identified MR-detectable but clinically silent infarction in ≈25% of patients, with a range from 0 to 50%.74 Including such imaged events as strokes may unnecessarily inflate the assessment of risk of those procedures without a measurable clinical advantage to doing so. One way to address this problem is to define categories of stroke representing degrees of clinical activity, such as obvious symptoms and signs, subtle signs, and so on. Secondary outcomes could include subtle neuropsychological findings in association with evidence of ischemia or imaged infarction without more overt clinical sequelae. Future research will be needed to determine whether small procedure-related infarctions lead to impaired long-term cognitive or functional performance.
focal in nature and may be somewhat diffuse and nonspecific. Isolated headache is the presenting symptom in almost 30% of patients with ICH. Although ICH has a significantly higher case-fatality rate than other stroke subtypes, it still likely represents ≤5% of mild stroke cases on presentation. Therefore, the definition of ICH must be largely based on brain imaging, and the diagnosis cannot be established only on clinical grounds. In the acute setting, CT and MR imaging have extremely high sensitivity and specificity and have been shown to be 96% concordant with each other. Some have advocated that although detection of blood on MRI and CT is similar, early MRI can help with diagnosing the underlying pathogenesis of hemorrhage slightly better than CT. Catheter angiography can also be useful mainly for diagnosing the specific pathogenesis of hemorrhage rather than initial detection.

Spontaneous ICH has an entirely different mechanism of injury, affected demographic population, and outcome when compared with traumatic ICH. Therefore, an attempt is made to differentiate traumatic ICH when defining ICH. This is not always an easy distinction. For example, if a patient falls and hits his or her head, it is possible that the patient fell because of an ICH before the fall or, alternatively, the fall precipitated a traumatic hemorrhage. In general, traumatic hemorrhages tend to be associated with other types of intracranial bleeding, such as subdural or epidural hematomas. In addition, there is often a coup-contrecoup pattern of injury with traumatic ICH, external signs of trauma, or multiple simultaneous bleeding sites.

Bleeding caused by rupture of a vascular malformation would be considered an ICH, and diagnosing an underlying vascular lesion is important for treatment decisions, as well as eventual outcome. The prognosis of an ICH related to an underlying vascular malformation is better than a spontaneous ICH without an underlying lesion. However, this observation must be interpreted with caution, because patients with arteriovenous malformation–associated ICH are, on average, younger than the patients with non–arteriovenous malformation ICH.

Subdural and epidural hematomas are not included in the definition of ICH. Although subdural hematomas can appear to occur spontaneously and can cause compression of brain structures if large enough, they are typically associated with acute or subacute trauma and represent bleeding external to the brain and subarachnoid space. Given the differences in pathology and most likely causes, subdural and epidural hematomas are not considered “strokes.”

Intraventricular hemorrhage is considered a subtype of ICH. Isolated intraventricular hemorrhage is common among premature infants and is rare among adults. Many times, what may be an isolated intraventricular hemorrhage actually has a small parenchymal ICH adjacent to the ventricle, often in the head of the caudate nucleus or medial thalamus, with intraventricular rupture. Pure intraventricular hemorrhage does occur and can be caused by hypertension, an occult vascular malformation, and, rarely, moyamoya disease and dural arteriovenous fistulas.

**Definition of intracerebral hemorrhage:** A focal collection of blood within the brain parenchyma or ventricular system that is not caused by trauma. (Note: Intracerebral

### Table 3. Silent Cerebral Infarctions and Cerebral Microbleeds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Silent Cerebral Infarctions</th>
<th>Cerebral Microbleeds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical features</strong></td>
<td>Any of the following:</td>
<td>Any of the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of focal symptoms attributable to lesion</td>
<td>Absence of focal symptoms attributable to the lesion</td>
<td>Cognitive impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging</td>
<td>CT: Focal areas of hypodensity</td>
<td>CT: rarely seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR: acute DWI abnormality, focal T₂/FLAIR hypointense, T₁ hyperintense lesions (similar to cerebrospinal fluid)</td>
<td>MR: Focal hypointensity on T₁, gradient echo, and/or susceptibility-weighted sequences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>≥3 mm</td>
<td>Any size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Cortical or subcortical</td>
<td>Cortical or subcortical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Single or multiple</td>
<td>Single or multiple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CT indicates computed tomography; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; and MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
hemorrhage includes parenchymal hemorrhages after CNS infarction, types I and II—see “Hemorrhagic Infarction.”)

Definition of stroke caused by intracerebral hemorrhage: Rapidly developing clinical signs of neurological dysfunction attributable to a focal collection of blood within the brain parenchyma or ventricular system that is not caused by trauma.

Silent Cerebral Hemorrhage
Chronic small parenchymal hemorrhages, or “microbleeds,” are present in the general population in up to 6% of healthy elderly individuals and in substantially higher rates among those with prior stroke. These small hypointense regions, as seen on gradient-echo sequences on MRI, detect breakdown products of blood and most likely represent macrophages containing hemosiderin next to small intraparenchymal blood vessels. Microbleeds appear to share the same underlying pathophysiology as macrohemorrhages and most commonly are observed in patients with cerebral amyloid angiopathy and/or chronic hypertension. Because hemorrhage in the brain is always abnormal, there is no size threshold for microbleeds, unlike small infarct-like lesions. These microbleeds typically are not associated with a clinical event and likely represent “subclinical disease.” There are suggestions that higher volumes of microbleeds are associated with cognitive decline and a higher rate of ICH and ischemic stroke. As with silent cerebral infarctions, the clinical impact may depend on the sensitivity of the observer, and classification of these lesions as silent ICH would be consistent and reasonable (Table 3).

Definition of silent cerebral hemorrhage: A focal collection of chronic blood products within the brain parenchyma, subarachnoid space, or ventricular system on neuroimaging or neuropathological examination that is not caused by trauma and without a history of acute neurological dysfunction attributable to the lesion.

Subarachnoid Hemorrhage
Spontaneous SAH is defined as a stroke because it is a CNS hemorrhage with a vascular cause that commonly results in permanent injury to the CNS. SAH is associated with 20% to 45% mortality and 10% severe disability, although more comprehensive assessments demonstrate much higher rates of cognitive, social, and health disability.

SAH is not a diagnosis based on symptoms alone but rather is defined by the presence of bleeding in the subarachnoid space, confirmed by either imaging or by sampling of the CSF that occupies and circulates within the subarachnoid space. The imaging diagnosis of SAH is by noncontrast head CT imaging or brain MRI. With modern imaging equipment and techniques, the sensitivity of head CT in detecting SAH is >95% in the first 5 days after SAH and 99.7% overall. In a study with fifth-generation multidetector CT scanners, the sensitivity of head CT was reported 100% for detecting SAH, although older scanners may be less sensitive. MRI is another imaging modality used to diagnose SAH, with some suggestion that FLAIR sequences may be more sensitive than head CT. Artifactual findings may occur with FLAIR and may lead to misinterpretation of normal conditions as SAH or other pathological conditions. Sampling of CSF, usually by lumbar puncture, is another method of detecting SAH for the relatively uncommon situation in which neuroimaging is normal or equivocal but clinical suspicion is high. Visual inspection of CSF for xanthochromia, yellowish discoloration that occurs with SAH caused by breakdown of heme from red blood cells in the CSF, was associated with a sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value of 93%, 95%, 72%, and 99%, respectively, for detecting SAH in 1 study, while another study found sensitivity to be only 47.3%. In a prospective study of patients who presented with acute headache to 2 tertiary care centers, the combination of negative CT and negative lumbar puncture was sufficient to rule out SAH with a sensitivity of 100%.

Although SAH may be caused by trauma, only spontaneous nontraumatic SAH is considered under the definition of stroke. Causes of nontraumatic SAH are cerebral aneurysm rupture, arteriovenous malformation, intracranial artery dissections, mycotic aneurysms, bleeding disorders, substance abuse, reversible cerebral vasospasm syndrome, vasculitis, moyamoya, and cerebral amyloid angiopathy. Nontraumatic SAH rarely occurs without any of the previously mentioned causes. Perimesencephalic SAH is a type of SAH with a characteristic pattern of blood collected only in the pretruncal cisterns, the absence of an identifiable aneurysm, and associated with a benign prognosis and natural history. The pathogenesis of this type of SAH remains uncertain, although tearing of the venous structures at the tentorial edge or of the vasa vasorum has been suggested.

Approximately 11% to 60% of patients with SAH report that they had a sudden severe headache during the days to weeks before the SAH, often referred to as sentinel headache. However, the true existence of sentinel headache as a warning leak has been called into question and challenged by a prospective study because such headaches may be largely a phenomenon of recall bias. A sudden headache with imaging and CSF studies negative for bleeding in the subarachnoid space is not an SAH and therefore is not a stroke.

Definition of subarachnoid hemorrhage: Bleeding into the subarachnoid space (the space between the arachnoid membrane and the pia mater of the brain or spinal cord).

Definition of stroke caused by subarachnoid hemorrhage: Rapidly developing signs of neurological dysfunction and/or headache because of bleeding into the subarachnoid space (the space between the arachnoid membrane and the pia mater of the brain or spinal cord), which is not caused by trauma.

Hemorrhagic Infarction
The term “hemorrhagic stroke” is confusing because it could mean hemorrhage after infarction or primary ICH or SAH. The use of this term should be discontinued.

Hemorrhage may occur after infarction, either spontaneously or caused by antithrombotic or thrombolytic therapy. Although there are prominent differences between primary CNS infarctions and hemorrhages with respect to the mechanism of damage and prevention of recurrent events, hemorrhage after infarction ranges in severity from minor petechial bleeding to hemorrhage causing mass effect and secondary injury. This has been referred to as “hemorrhagic
infarction,” “hemorrhagic transformation of infarction,” “hemorrhagic conversion of infarction,” and “intracerebral hemorrhage,” which leads to confusion among clinicians.

A more standardized approach has been used in clinical trials that is well suited for clinical practice as well: hemorrhagic infarction and parenchymal hemorrhage. Hemorrhagic infarction is characterized by its lack of mass effect. Specifically, hemorrhagic infarction type I is defined by petechiae of blood along the margins of the infarction, whereas type II has confluent petechiae within the infarction but without a space-occupying effect. These hemorrhagic infarctions typically present with clinical manifestations similar to nonhemorrhagic infarctions and are often treated according to typical ischemic stroke recommendations and therefore should be considered cerebral infarctions. In contrast, parenchymal hemorrhage is defined by the presence of mass effect, similar to the ICH definition of a focal collection of blood. Parenchymal hemorrhage type I is a confluent hemorrhage limited to ≤50% of the infarcted area with only mild space-occupying effect, and type II is >50% of the infarcted area and/or exerts a significant space-occupying effect. These parenchymal hemorrhages may present with signs and symptoms of mass effect and may require reversal of antithrombotic therapy, aggressive antihypertensive therapy, and/or anti-edema therapy, all of which are distinctly atypical for infarctions but are common recommendations for the treatment of ICH. Therefore, parenchymal hemorrhages should be considered ICHs.

Cerebral Venous Thrombosis
Cerebral venous thrombosis (CVT) can involve the intracranial venous sinuses, the deep venous system, and cortical veins that drain into the major intracranial sinuses. The occlusion of the venous structures can lead to several mechanisms of brain injury. Tissue ischemia and infarction may result from venous stasis. Secondary petechial or frank hemorrhage may occur within the brain parenchyma (ICH) or in the subarachnoid space, generally localized to cortical sulci of the cerebral convexity. Lesser degrees of venous congestion cause focal edema, generally vasogenic, in the area of the brain drained by the thrombosed venous structure, without associated infarction. Finally, thrombosis of the venous sinuses may cause no focal brain abnormalities (infarction, hemorrhage, or edema), but impaired venous drainage from the cranial cavity causes increased intracranial pressure without other neurological abnormalities.

The clinical presentation mirrors these various scenarios, although some symptoms such as headache occur with high frequency (>80%) across the spectrum of presentations. Other symptoms reflect the topography and course of the venous occlusion. Venous infarction, hemorrhage, or edema in the vicinity of an occluded sinus and/or tributary vein results in a presentation that often includes partial seizures and focal neurological deficits accompanied by headache, and potentially by a decreased level of consciousness. In contrast, thrombosis of sinuses without parenchymal lesions (infarction, hemorrhage, or edema) can present with a syndrome of “isolated intracranial hypertension,” usually with a subacute diffuse headache and papilledema, although permanent vision loss may occur if this is insufficiently treated. Several other presentations can occur with thrombosis of specific sinuses, including proptosis, chemosis, and ophthalmoplegia in cavernous sinus thrombosis; involvement of the cranial nerve 5 or 6 in thrombosis of the lateral sinus with extension to the superior or inferior petrosal sinus, respectively; and compromise of cranial nerves 9, 10, and 11 from extension of lateral sinus thrombosis into the jugular bulb.

Among the many clinical presentations of CVT, there are some that clearly are classifiable as forms of stroke, because they present with persistent focal neurological deficits of acute onset that reflect parenchymal brain damage with a vascular cause; these are the instances in which CVT results in infarction and/or hemorrhage in a localized area of the brain, generally adjacent to an occluded sinus, with or without the accompaniment of tributary cortical vein thrombosis.

Other presentations of CVT do not fit the definition of stroke because they do not reflect persistent focal damage to the CNS. These include (1) instances of transient focal vasogenic edema that, although likely to present with focal neurological deficits and seizures, are not associated with permanent injury in the form of cerebral infarction or hemorrhage, but rather with reversible vasogenic edema; (2) the syndrome of “isolated intracranial hypertension” in which increased intracranial pressure without focal neurological deficits or imaging evidence of infarction or hemorrhage presents with subacute headache and papilledema, at times with an associated transient cranial nerve 6 palsy reflecting increased intracranial pressure; and (3) asymptomatic occlusion of venous sinuses, in the absence of imaging evidence of infarction or hemorrhage. These presentations of CVT pose a risk of permanent nonischemic injury and warrant thorough evaluation to identify potential mechanisms of the CVT to prevent worsening/recurrence and possibly to guide therapy.

Definition of stroke caused by cerebral venous thrombosis: Infarction or hemorrhage in the brain, spinal cord, or retina because of thrombosis of a cerebral venous structure. Symptoms or signs caused by reversible edema without infarction or hemorrhage do not qualify as stroke.

Implications of the Updated Definition
The revised definition of stroke will impact clinical practice, research, and assessments of the public health. This new definition also builds on the new tissue definition of TIA previously proposed by the AHA/ASA and harmonizes with the current definition of MI. Additional AHA statements are needed to improve the clarity and consistency of stroke subtype classification and measurement of stroke severity.

Implications for Clinicians
The current approach to the evaluation and management of acute stroke, both ischemic and hemorrhagic, stresses the value of rapid clinical and imaging diagnosis and prompt treatment. A tissue-based definition of ischemic stroke and TIA enhances diagnostic criteria and relies on utilization of various imaging techniques in the acute phase of the stroke. In this regard, stroke has approached a status similar to that of acute myocardial ischemia, in which the term “acute coronary syndrome” is used when patients present with symptoms of coronary ischemia but before it can be determined whether there...
is infarction, as assessed by electrocardiography or biomarkers. Nevertheless, these patients receive urgent evaluations and treatments intended to avert or minimize permanent myocardial tissue damage. The parallel can thus be established with stroke, with “acute cerebrovascular syndromes” corresponding to the potential diagnoses of cerebral infarction, TIA, and hemorrhage in patients presenting within the first 24 hours from onset and before the completion of imaging tests. The concept of acute cerebrovascular syndromes would be analogous to that of acute coronary syndrome as far as both imply a common mechanism of acute vascular injury. Ultimately, diagnostic techniques will help define a specific diagnostic category, infarct or hemorrhage based on positive imaging, or TIA in the absence of positive imaging and resolution of symptoms within 24 hours from onset. This approach has been steadily gaining favor over the past 2 decades in industrialized nations, where the availability of imaging technology and treatment options makes rapid diagnosis achievable and treatments available. Even in areas that are remote from major academic centers with stroke expertise, there is the option of telemedicine, which contributes to enhanced, real-time access to state-of-the-art management of patients with acute cerebrovascular syndromes. The main challenge for the future will be the achievement of access to these technological advances in the developing world, where a substantial portion of the global burden of stroke occurs.

This document has emphasized the need to address the subclinical forms of cerebrovascular disease, in particular “silent” infarcts and microhemorrhages. Because these are often detected as a result of the widespread use of MRI for presentations that may or may not be related to clinically apparent cerebrovascular symptoms, how should the clinician approach the finding of such “silent” lesions? These “silent” lesions are not necessarily innocent imaging findings even in asymptomatic patients because they are associated with potentially serious consequences, including cognitive and functional decline and increased future risk of ischemic or

### Table 4. Mapping of Stroke Definitions, Including TIA, From ICD-9-CM to ICD-10-CM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICD-9-CM Description</th>
<th>ICD-9-CM</th>
<th>ICD-10-CM</th>
<th>ICD-10-CM Description</th>
<th>AHA Updated Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNS infarction</td>
<td>433.01, 433.11, 433.21, 433.31, 433.81, 433.91, 434.01, 434.11, 434.91 (unspecified)</td>
<td>All I63: I63.0, I63.1, I63.2, I63.4, I63.5, I63.6, I63.8 (other), I63.9 (unspecified)</td>
<td>Cerebral infarction</td>
<td>CNS infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent cerebral infarction*</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Silent cerebral infarction</td>
<td>Silent CNS infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute infarction of spinal cord (embolic) (nonembolic)</td>
<td>336.1</td>
<td>G95.11</td>
<td>Acute infarction of spinal cord (embolic) (nonembolic)</td>
<td>CNS infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebral thrombosis with infarction</td>
<td>434.01</td>
<td>I63.3</td>
<td>Infarct caused by cerebral venous insufficiency NOS and cerebral hemorrhage</td>
<td>Stroke caused by cerebral venous thrombosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS hemorrhage</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>All I61: I61.0 – I61.4, I61.8–I61.9</td>
<td>Nontraumatic intracerebral hemorrhage</td>
<td>Intracerebral hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intracerebral hemorrhage</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>I61.5</td>
<td>Nontraumatic intracerebral hemorrhage, intraventricular</td>
<td>Intracerebral hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intracerebral hemorrhage</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>I61.6</td>
<td>Nontraumatic intracerebral hemorrhage, multiple, localized</td>
<td>Intracerebral hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent cerebral hemorrhage*</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Silent cerebral hemorrhage</td>
<td>Silent cerebral hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subarachnoid hemorrhage</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>All I60: I60.0 – I60.9</td>
<td>Nontraumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage</td>
<td>Subarachnoid hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nontraumatic intracranial hemorrhage, unspecified</td>
<td>432.9</td>
<td>I62.9</td>
<td>Nontraumatic intracranial hemorrhage, unspecified</td>
<td>Other acute cerebrovascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute ill-defined cerebrovascular disease</td>
<td>436 (included in ischemic stroke for GWTG and TJC PSC)</td>
<td>I67.89</td>
<td>Other acute cerebrovascular disease (other)</td>
<td>Other acute cerebrovascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIA</td>
<td>435.0, 435.1, 435.2, 435.3, 435.8, 435.9</td>
<td>All G45 except G45.3 (amaurosis fugax)</td>
<td>Transient cerebral ischemic attacks and related syndromes</td>
<td>TIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient retinal arterial occlusion (amaurosis fugax)</td>
<td>362.34</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>Amaurosis fugax</td>
<td>TIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AHA indicates American Heart Association; CNS, central nervous system; GWTG, Get With The Guidelines; ICD-9-CM, International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification; ICD-10-CM, International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification; NA, not applicable; NOS, not otherwise specified; PSC, primary stroke center; TIA, transient ischemic attack; and TJC, The Joint Commission.

*Specific codes for these diagnoses do not currently exist.
hemorrhagic stroke. As a result, the clinician should consider such patients, even in the absence of previous clinical stroke events, as having evidence of cerebrovascular disease. They should be evaluated in terms of prevalence and severity of stroke risk factors and be treated accordingly with measures that are of proven value for the prevention of stroke. For the category of silent infarction, it seems reasonable for the clinician to apply measures of primary stroke prevention\(^\text{14}\) for patients harboring such asymptomatic lesions at presentation, because guidelines for secondary stroke prevention\(^\text{175}\) have been generated from clinical trials that have included only patients with “symptomatic” cerebrovascular disease using older definitions that have not included “silent infarcts.” To the best of our knowledge, no studies have addressed the safety and efficacy of secondary prevention measures in patients who only have silent infarction. For example, it is debatable whether in addition to control of vascular risk factors, the clinician should routinely include the use of antiplatelet agents in this population of asymptomatic patients, because there are no data to indicate that such agents prevent further development of “silent” infarcts.

Another aspect related to silent cerebral infarcts that merits discussion is whether the finding of such lesions in imaging studies changes the previously determined asymptomatic character of an internal carotid artery stenosis not associated with TIA or clinical stroke. How should the clinician use the finding of a silent cerebral infarct in the vascular territory of a stenotic extracranial internal carotid artery without prior symptoms? Does this finding have any bearing on the potential benefit of revascularization procedures, which are known to benefit symptomatic patients substantially more than asymptomatic ones? The current evidence from randomized trials for internal carotid artery stenosis does not apply in this circumstance because such patients were not separately evaluated. Future studies and guidelines are needed to determine whether revascularization is warranted for patients with silent cerebral infarction.

The situation is also challenging for those patients who have microhemorrhages in gradient-echo MRI sequences. How should the clinician address this finding in a patient who has no clinical evidence of cerebrovascular symptoms? Again, the currently available evidence suggests that microhemorrhages are markers of cerebrovascular disease and are most notably associated with hypertension and cerebral amyloid angiopathy. Their presence in an asymptomatic patient should place the patient in the group at risk for cerebrovascular events, both ischemic and hemorrhagic, and the appropriate measures of primary stroke prevention should be implemented on the basis of the prevalence and severity of the vascular risk factors. However, it is still uncertain what the potential benefits of primary stroke prevention measures are in asymptomatic patients with microhemorrhages. Although this is still an area of many uncertainties, it is appropriate for the clinician who detects microhemorrhages in an asymptomatic patient to consider them as evidence of subclinical vascular disease and thus institute appropriate measures of primary stroke prevention, being mindful of the potential, but not yet proven, increased risk of hemorrhagic events in such patients when treated with antithrombotic agents. Furthermore, clinicians and patients should be aware of the relationship between amyloid angiopathy and dementia and consider further evaluation.

Finally, clinicians may be faced with a patient who has atrial fibrillation and is at low risk for cardioembolism (ie, CHADS\(_2\) score of 0) in whom imaging studies show a “silent” cortically based infarct. Should this information be considered in the decision of whether to use anticoagulation therapy? The original data used to develop the CHADS\(_2\) score did not include “silent” infarcts in the definition of stroke. Although most clinicians would consider this finding as potentially indicative of prior “silent” cerebral embolism, guidelines have not formally recommended an approach to silent infarcts in patients with atrial fibrillation.

In conclusion, prompt and timely diagnostic evaluation and treatment should be implemented in patients with acute cerebrovascular syndromes, including ischemic stroke, TIA, and hemorrhagic stroke. The detection of silent vascular lesions, including infarcts and microhemorrhages, implies the presence of cerebrovascular disease despite the absence of symptoms, and these findings should be followed by the assessment and management of vascular risk factors for the purpose of stroke prevention. Future guidelines will address the available evidence for treatment in patients with silent infarctions and hemorrhages.

**Implications for Clinical Research and Administrative Databases**

Consistent definitions of clinical stroke, stroke subtypes, TIA, and silent cerebral infarction are critical for interpretation of clinical trials, administrative databases, and those studies that examine temporal trends in stroke incidence, prevalence, and mortality in defined populations. The current document recognizes the dramatic impact of brain imaging on the diagnosis of stroke and stroke subtypes over the past 40 years. CNS infarction and TIs present the greatest challenge in nomenclature because the definitions are intended to be tissue-based but also depend on the nature and duration of clinical symptoms. CT, MRI diffusion, and pathological examination of the brain are progressively more sensitive to ischemic damage, but even those tools have limitations. The linkage of a clinical presentation to characteristic imaging changes provides the greatest confidence in the diagnosis of ischemic stroke. This approach has been used successfully in several major stroke trials to date,\(^\text{176,177}\) and the updated definition herein further supports this approach. The challenge for the definition of TIA is that mimics, such as focal migraine, exacerbation of prior stroke deficits, and focal seizures, may be difficult to differentiate from a TIA.

Definitions of stroke and TIA in clinical research should always reflect the goals of a given research study and should be carefully specified before initiating the trial. The updated definition of ischemic stroke, stroke caused by ICH, and stroke caused by SAH can be used in studies of primary prevention, secondary prevention, acute treatment, cardiovascular and cerebrovascular procedural trials, and epidemiological studies as the primary outcome. Ideally, imaging protocols should be standardized for these studies to ensure consistency.

TIA with negative brain imaging results has an inherent weakness as a primary study outcome because of confusion with stroke mimics and because of a lack of clinical and functional impact. TIA is an important warning of a subsequent
clinical stroke, and it can be used as a secondary outcome measure, but the duration and nature of the symptoms should be carefully characterized and differentiated from stroke mimics when possible. Adjudication of potential TIA events in clinical trials is extremely challenging because the diagnosis rests predominantly on the history and the exclusion of mimics. Furthermore, the evaluation of TIAAs in unblinded studies is particularly difficult since referral for clinical and radiographic assessment may be biased.

Silent infarction implies a lack of clear clinical symptoms or signs as well as an inability to temporally fix the stroke occurrence. However, diffusion MRI has the ability to define the time window of the cerebral infarction within several weeks, and within hours or days, if a prior MRI study is negative. In the setting of cardiovascular procedures such as carotid stenting and valve replacement, diffusion changes can indicate an acute cerebral infarction, with or without clinical symptoms. In the immediate postprocedure time period, transient confusion or other symptoms may be attributed to anesthesia or sedation if the MRI is not done. If a clinical trial is comparing 2 interventional approaches and diffusion-positive stroke by MRI is an important outcome measure, it is critical to obtain standardized imaging in both treatment groups at the same time point.

A cerebral infarct on brain imaging of unclear timing is referred to as a silent infarct. This is less likely to be used as an outcome in a trial but could be used as a baseline patient characteristic that may affect risk of subsequent stroke, cognitive decline, or functional outcome at a later point in the trial. New, clinically silent cerebral infarctions of undetermined onset (diffusion negative on MRI) are not recommended as a primary or secondary outcome in most stroke studies unless all study patients undergo standardized imaging at specific time points according to the study protocol. Under such conditions, new silent infarctions could be considered as secondary outcomes rather than events equivalent to ischemic strokes.

Preventative therapies should be specifically tested in patients with silent infarctions, as at present it is unclear whether recommendations for secondary stroke prevention should apply to this population.

Notably, a study looking at temporal trends in stroke incidence over a long time period may face substantial changes in the type and availability of brain imaging in clinical practice over time and therefore might adopt several operational approaches to the diagnosis of stroke. In such studies, the primary definition of stroke may need to remain clinical stroke symptoms or signs lasting ≥24 hours. Those patients with focal symptoms of <24 hours but with positive imaging are not considered to have had an ischemic stroke using this clinical definition because imaging is likely inconsistently performed and with varying methods. A second definition in these studies could be the tissue-based definition proposed in the current statement in which both of these patients would be considered to have had a CNS infarction. Using both definitions provides a measure of the impact of brain imaging on temporal trends in stroke incidence and mortality.

**Implications for Public Health**

Changing the definition of disease can have significant effects on disease surveillance and prognosis. Case definitions are often adjusted as greater knowledge of the disease is achieved or better testing is available. The Will Rogers phenomenon is often used to describe the effect of changes in diagnostic criteria on classification groups and could be applicable to this updated definition of stroke. In general, the Will Rogers phenomenon refers to a paradox that occurs when adding or removing a group from one class causes a rate in that class to increase or decrease while at the same time it also affects the rate in the second related class in an unexpected or paradoxical way. In the case of adding a large number of asymptomatic stroke cases to the existing number of stroke cases, this will increase the total number of stroke cases while possibly decreasing the mortality rate because of the addition of a number of minor cases. Will Rogers, an American humorist, is believed to have said about migration during the 1930s, “When the Okies left Oklahoma and moved to California, they raised the average intelligence level in both states.” The Will Rogers phenomenon similarly has been observed in cancer epidemiology to describe how more sensitive diagnostic tests have led to finding disease at earlier stages; as such, the disease prevalence increases while the case mortality risks fall in parallel. When case definitions are updated, tracking a disease over time requires attention to the timing of definition change for accurate interpretation of the data. Updating the definition of stroke could result in reclassification of stroke cases for incidence, prevalence, and mortality. In addition, the updated definition will have implications for public health, including surveillance and reporting, national and international statistics, disease classification coding systems, and existing health surveys.

Public health surveillance of stroke can be done with various methods, each yielding a different perspective. For example, the prevalence of stroke can be determined in several ways, including surveys using self-report, surveys using clinical and/or imaging evidence, from the review of claims databases, or from reviews of hospital records. All of these data sources have trade-offs in terms of sensitivity and specificity. Several health surveys ask respondents about self-reported history of stroke. Currently, the possibility of underdiagnosing or overdiagnosing stroke exists with self-report measures. Patients may not identify themselves as having a history of stroke or TIA when one has occurred or may attribute symptoms to a stroke when one has not occurred. As the definition of stroke is updated, the potential for misclassification may increase among self-report surveys.

One of the overarching concerns regarding a shift to an imaging-based definition for stroke is the potential to bias stroke surveillance reporting based on the availability of technology to contribute to image-based case ascertainment. MR brain imaging is more sensitive for detecting cerebral infarction and hemorrhage than CT and is not as widely available in developing countries. In many countries with more limited access to state-of-the-art diagnostic equipment, no timely brain imaging may be available. Furthermore, some administrative data systems rely on data from the ICD. Table 4 maps the proposed updated stroke definitions with ICD, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) and ICD-10-CM.
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Analysis of existing ICD-10-CM codes and the definition of stroke put forward in this document reveals a gap in coding for silent infarction and silent hemorrhages. Silent infarctions or hemorrhages, if documented by the provider, would be coded as infarcts or hemorrhages. If identified retrospectively, codes representing the late effects of stroke would likely be assigned. Addressing this gap would minimize coding bias across regions that currently lack resources to make image-based diagnoses of silent cerebral events for reporting or surveillance. In these regions, acute clinical symptoms may continue to be used to identify most stroke cases, rather than relying on imaging evidence, and may not capture all cases.

Another concern for stroke surveillance is the inclusion of spinal and retinal arterial infarctions within the definition of stroke. Typically, these are not included in epidemiological studies. We propose that, for global reporting of the public health impact of stroke, symptomatic CNS infarction and symptomatic hemorrhage be recorded and, where available, silent subgroups recorded. Having separate recording of these subgroups would allow for more valid analysis of temporal and geographic trends in the surveillance of stroke.
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